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Context and objectives

The MoMAR “Monitoring the Mid-Atlantic Ridge” project was initiated in 1998 to study the environmental instability resulting from active 
mid-ocean-ridge processes at hydrothermal vent fields south of the Azores. 

EMSO-Azores is a component of the European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and Water Column Observatory European Research Infrastruc-
ture Consortium (EMSO ERIC), which coordinates observatory regional facilities in European seas (http://emso.eu). EMSO ERIC aims to 
promote excellent science through the coordination of a distributed infrastructure of deep-sea observatories serving marine science re-
searchers, marine technology engineers, policy makers, industry and the public. 
EMSO ERIC was constituted on September 2016 and is directed by Juanjo Dañobeitia.

info@emso-eu.org | www.emso.eu 

This work has received funding from the European Union Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement n° [312463], the French ANR project Luckyscales ANR-14-CE02-0008.

The Infrastructure

The uncabled observing system was first deployed in 2010 in the Lucky Strike hydrothermal vent field (Mid Atlantic Ridge) at 1700 m 
depth. It is maintained every year during the Momarsat cruises (https://doi.org/10.18142/130). All the components of the system are re-
covered, serviced on board and redeployed using the ROV Victor 6000.
The studied area is part of a Marine Protected Area in the Portuguese EEZ. 
 
The infrastructure comprises two Sea Monitoring Nodes providing the energy, controlling the sensors, archiving and transmitting the 
data. The first node (SEAMON West) is deployed on the Lucky Strike fossil lava lake and measures the seismic activity and the vertical 
deformation of the sea floor. The second one (SEAMON East) is deployed at the base of the Tour Eiffel active edifice. It allows the study 
of the variability of a mussel assemblage and its environment (HD camera and chemical sensors, thermistor string), the microbial coloni-
zation and the chlorinity of an active vent (Colonization module and BARS sensor) and the localized micro seismicity (seabed array of 4 
hydrophones). The two nodes are acoustically linked to a surface relay instrumented buoy, ensuring satellite communication to the land 
base station in Brest -France. 

The unconnected components

In addition, the observatory setup comprises several sets of autonomous instruments, whose data are collected during the yearly maintenance cruises. 
The autonomous instruments deployed in the area comprise 4 OBS, 2 pressure gauges, a physical oceanography mooring near the vent field, an array 
of temperature probes distributed in hot and diffuse vents, 3 bottom currentmeters, and a prototype of sequential hot fluid sampler (DEAFS). In 2017, 
the EMSO Generic Instrumentation Module was also deployed in the vicinity of Tour Eiffel.
 
A complementary site studies program is implemented during the cruises and contributes to increase the set of accessible parameters (fluid sampling, 
ecological studies, survey of active and inactive areas, in situ experimentations…) and to extend the spatial coverage of the study.

EMSO-Azores – a platform to the deep-sea

The system is successfully operational since 2010. Great improvements have been done in terms of data quality, archiving and access. The observing potential has 
been increased with new sensors. Data valorisation is on going particularly in the framework of the Luckyscales ANR project. 
Besides the original scientific objective, the added value of the combined approach site study / observatory must be highlighted with a significant leverage effect for fun-
ding.
The objectives of the next 4 year period are to enlarge the scientific community, to develop a new monitoring nodes dedicated to plume studies and to increase the servi-
cing periodicity using clean mooring methods. New questions are also arising such as ecosystem resilience in the context of deep-sea mining, management of a Marine 
Protected Area, or access to new samples!
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The EMSO Azores infrastructure

The EMSO-Azores observatory focuses on two main questions:
 
  What are the feedbacks between volcanism, deformation, seismicity, and hydrothermalism at        
  a slow spreading mid-ocean ridge and 

  How does the hydrothermal ecosystem couple with these sub-seabed processes ?

Singh et al. 2006
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The BOREL relay Buoy
- Weather station  
- Automatic Identification System
- COSTOF 2 and WIFI
- 20 solar panels
- GPS for geodesy experiment
- Acoustic modems
- Iridium communication

SEAMON WEST
- 1 OBS    
- 1 pressure gauge   
- COSTOF 2 
- Acoustic modem
- Energy, and WIFI

EGIM
- EMSO Generic Instrument Module
- COSTOF 2 
- ADCP, Pasive acoustic, CTD, O2, 
Turbidity, Pressure

DEAFS
- Hot fluid sampler
- CNRS and TOP Industrie patent
- Autonomous

The Tour Eiffel active edifice
- 3 D reconstruction 
- 10 m high, 20 m wide
- 1700 m depth

BARS
- Temperature and chlorinity sensor

CISICS
- Instrumented in situ microbial co-
lonisation device

TEMPO
- Ecological module
- HD camera, In situ Fe measure-
ment, O2 optode

Thermistor string
- 100 T sensors

HYDROCTOPUS
- array of 4 hydrophones

Temperature probe 
deployed in an 
active hot vent

Colonisation substrate Hot fluid sampling Exploration of 
 inactive areas

Discovery of a new 
active site

Capelinhos, 2013

Data management

Great improvement were done on the data management process. 
Data are archived, published with a doi and are available on the 
EMSO-Azores web page: 

http://www.emso-fr.org/EMSO-Azores.

Highlights
1- Hydrothermal circulation : a conceptual model was built to explain the spatial variability of the fluid chemistry at Lucky 
Strike. Hydrothermal circulation is constrained by the substrate permeability and the presence of fault reflectors. As a conse-
quence, the fluid chemistry is controlled by the downward and upward fluid circulation, the depth of the reaction zone and the 
occurence of phase separation processes. Barreyre et al. 2018, Leleu et al 2017, Crawford et al. 2013, Fontaine et al. 2014

2- Temporal variability : High temperature outflow variability at deep sea vent is dominated by tidal pressure, whereas low 
temperature outflow variability is dominated by tidal currents. The vent site displays a relative stability in temperature over the 3 
year study published. Barreyre et al. 2014

Active hydrothermal vent areas Inactive hydrothermal vent areas

Fluid input

Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5

7.26 ± 1.5 °C 4.74 ± 0.1 °C5.48 ± 0.5 °C 4.55 ± 0.1 °C

3- Colonization experiments : The deployment of different colonization substrates (slates, woods, bones) 
in a gradient of hydrothermal activity shows that the forces structuring species and functional trait composi-
tion are : the environment at actives sites, and the substrata nature at inactive sites. Cuvelier et al., 2014, 
Zeppilli et al., 2015, Plum et al. 2017, Baldrighi et al. 2018

SEAMON EAST
- Hosting station during the mooring
- COSTOF 2 
- Acoustic modem
- Energy, and WIFI
- Turbidity and O2 optode


